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Abstract 
The WSN used in power line monitoring is long chain structure, and the bottleneck near the Sink 
node is more obvious. In view of this, A Sink nodes’ cooperation mechanism is presented. The Sink 
nodes from different WSNs are adjacently deployed. Adopting multimode and spatial multiplexing 
network technology, the network is constructed into multi-mode-level to achieve different levels 
of data streaming. The network loads are shunted and the network resources are rationally uti-
lized. Through the multi-sink nodes cooperation, the bottlenecks at the Sink node and its near 
several jump nodes are solved and process the competition of communication between nodes by 
channel adjustment. Finally, the paper analyzed the method and provided simulation experiment 
results. Simulation results show that the method can solve the funnel effect of the sink node, and 
get a good QoS. 
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1. Introduction 
In our country, power transmission line is all over the land. Overhead lines exposed to the atmosphere are prone 
to failure, or even lead to disaster, and we need to find a simple method to monitor the line in real-time [1]. Up 
till the present, the entire state of automatic monitoring of overhead transmission lines is only mentioned in ref-
erence [2], it described the insulator leakage of electric current online monitoring system, but its drawback is the 
transmission of sensor data for monitoring use of the GPRS of telecommunications company. 

The wireless sensor network (WSN) technology penetrated from the field of military reconnaissance to indus-
trial areas in recent years, which became the most popular areas of wireless networks. At present, the main prac-
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tical applications of wireless sensor networks are ZigBee [3] wireless sensor networks that base on the IEEE 
802.15.4 standard. It is a low complexity, and low power, low-cost wireless network technology. This will pro-
vide new ideas for data transmission in some industrial monitoring systems. Using wireless sensor network in 
power line monitoring and warning system is a promising way [4] [5]. 

2. The Transmission Line Monitoring System Design Based on WSN 
The distance between adjacent towers is from dozens of meters to hundreds of meters, even across the valley, 
rivers and other special cases, it is no more than one thousand meters [6]. Sensor nodes deployed in high or low 
voltage transmission line tower, which form a long chain structure [7]. These sensor nodes are responsible for 
data perception, acquisition, computing and communication in real time. Several long chains form a long chain 
tree topology with the Sink node on the root. Each long chain presents a high voltage or low voltage transmis-
sion lines, and the Sink node generally located in the substation. In this way, a transmission line has three chains, 
as shown in Figure 1. 

WSN based power transmission line monitoring system has characteristics as following: 1) The system needs 
to manage a long chains tree-like topological structures so that transmission is essentially multi-hop. 2) They all 
periodically collect data and transfer them to a concentrator station connected to a fixed network. 3) From the 
mobility point of view, all the systems can be considered to be stable. Sensors are not mobile and the network is 
stationary during the transmission. 4) Nodes are equipped with GPS. And the node localization, time synchroni-
zation can be solved by GPS. Each node has a unique ID number, uniformly distributed in the network initiali-
zation. 5) The node energy is not restricted. 6) For real-time data transmission, the system have higher demand 
to the reliability. 

3. WSN Based Power Line Monitoring Data Transmission  
3.1. Multimode Hierarchical Network Model 
To build Multi-mode layer network, the multiple Sink nodes are set in the network. The data collecting sensor 
network is divided into several levels [8]. Different Sink nodes are responsible for the different levels. Each lev-
el uses different band to transmit data. After dividing levels, we can construct a load balancing network to real-
ize the multimode traffic distribution, and solve the funnel effect [9]. 

Network with long chain type as an example, we assume that the node communication coverage 3 units. If the 
network is not layered, the number of the nodes within a node communication scope is about 20, and the 20 
nodes compete wireless channel in the Communication. Through the network Level division, some nodes within 
the coverage area will be in the level of other bands, and only communicate with the edge nodes. Thus nodes to 
competition channel will be reduced to eight. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Long chain tree-like WSN topology. 
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In the distributed coordination of DCF model access control mode [10], the MAC layer using virtual carrier 
listening to determine what the wireless channel state, based on CSMA/CA protocol, when a node to transmit a 
packet, it need to pass a interframe spacing DIFS to determine whether the channel free [11]. Twenty nodes un-
der the condition of channel competition, will be 20 nodes of network channel caused by the pressure of compe-
tition placed within range of a node, each node as forwarding used by a group of average channel listener time to 
(1 + 2 + 3 + ... + 20)/(2 × 20) ≈ 10 (DIFS), if reducing to eight node average channel the listening time is 4 
(DIFS) [12]. 

3.2. The Implementation of Multimode Hierarchical Network  
Sensor network as a graph G = (V, E, SC), among them, the Sink node set, SC said V sensor nodes, the nodes if u 
and V can direct communication, are contained in the collection of E an edge (u, V). For each node in this paper, 
the modeling algorithm need the support of four list: NL neighbor node list, the parent node list PL, list of CL 
and brother child node SL. 

In the node deployment, each node set up their own hop count to infinity, the node transmission power control 
unit is in a jump distance, network connection with probability 1. Then, each node broadcast network news, so 
that a node can know the existence of all its neighbor nodes, and the information stored in the NL list. Jump and 
then set the Sink node values, such as network exists in three Sink node, it will Sink node hop count is set to 0, 1, 
2 in turn. Then choose the hop of 0 to the Sink node in the network broadcast a hello message, the message con-
tained in the Sink node jump numerical and Sink node number value. When a node u v from the node receives a  
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Figure 2. Local routing table formation process. 
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hello message, after get jump numerical Nv, then use your own jump numerical Nu compare the following and 
perform the corresponding operation: 

If Nv < Nu − 1, set the Nu = Nv + 1, broadcast hello message and Nu to the neighbor nodes. If Nu ≠ ∞, the 
node transmission power will be raised to the largest and the node NL list will be empty. 

Again after a certain time delay after each node broadcasting notice sending its neighbor nodes report its ex-
istence, the purpose is to obtain the node communication coverage expanded new NL list, then each Sink node to 
send a hello message in networking on a network, with reference to the number of Sink node modulus value [13]. 
Using the hop count, obtained from the first step on node hop count as its take over, take the same remainder of 
nodes of the same level. Sink node is responsible for the different layers, and work with different frequencies. 
Routing table establishment process is as follows, when a node u v from the node receives a hello message, after 
get jump numerical Nv, then use your own jump numerical Nu compare the following and perform the corres-
ponding operation: 

if Nu/Ns = Nv/Ns,Add the node u’s and v’s id number to the NL list.  
if Nu/Ns > Nv/Ns and Nu%Ns = Nv%Ns, Add the node u’s and v’s id number to the PL list. 
if Nu /Ns < Nv/Ns and Nu%Ns = Nv%Ns, Add the node u’s and v’s id number to the CL list.  
if Nu /Ns= Nv/Ns and Nu%Ns = Nv%Ns, Add the node u’s and v’s id number to the SL list. 
The uplink process routing table is shown as Figure 2 (descending table creation process). 
The ω grade in routing table can ensure that there was a fault in the network, the channel adjustment mechan-

ism to fault to connect with the other layer, reach the purpose of rapid, complete data transmission, embodied in 
the local node transmission data channel adjustment algorithm [14], such as in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Channel adjustment algorithm. 
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4. The Simulation Experiment and Analysis 
Simulation experiment platform for OMNeT++ of selection will be used in transmission line monitoring wire-
less sensor network model is defined as shown in Figure 3 long chain tree structure. One set of sensor nodes 
coverage for km, by increasing the transmitted power, more increase coverage. 

According to the method described in this article, We will use the hierarchical network construction of mul-
timode hierarchical load balance network, which is shown in Figure 4. Corresponding to different sink node 
number, the use of 6 kinds of data acquisition time interval: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 seconds. By the average life-
time of sensor networks with the heaviest load node packet traffic. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the configura-
tion different sink node corresponding to the number of network lifetime and network traffic. Ns in the figure 
represents the number of sink nodes in the network configuration. 

 

 
Figure 4. The diagram of the network topology. 

 

 
Figure 5. The comparison of network lifetime. 

 

 
Figure 6. The comparison of network dataflow. 
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In Figure 5, with the increase of sink node number, different layers of the network, the more the shorter the 
network lifetime. Reflected in order to improve the energy of the price of single hop transmission distance. From 
Figure 6, you can see that with the increase of number of sink nodes in the network configuration, congestion of 
the heaviest load node is 1/Ns times to fall, decreases in the packet queuing delay of high efficiency in the net-
work. Embodies the algorithm of the thought of distribution of average flow rate, different levels and flow dis-
tribution is not affected by other factors only concerned with Ns. Such as adopting multimode network grade, 
can solve the problem of the bottleneck of sink node place, but a few jump for near the sink node within the 
scope of the sensor nodes there is still a bottleneck problem, the multimode multi-level model can guarantee the 
sink node data into 1/Ns times decreased, guaranteeing each layer nodes forward data into 1/Ns times down. 
Data collected in this experiment with the method of periodic query, query is frequent, rapid energy consump-
tion. For the query frequency is low or emergency is mainly used to collect the network packets sensor networks, 
network lifetime will be much longer. 

5. Conclusion 
Combined with the characteristics of the transmission system, the long chain tree network structure is put forward. 
The recent convergence node of sensor network is easy to form a “funnel”, the multimode hierarchical network is 
built for load balance. Monitoring sensor network was applied to transmission line which has the advantages, and 
faces many difficulties, however. There are still some technical problems to be studied, mainly including transmis-
sion bandwidth, transmission distance, node power supply and electromagnetic compatibility, network security etc. 
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